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ROBERT P. DALEY 
Department ofComputer Science, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260 
In this paper two notions of information content for the characteristic se- 
quences of sets are compared. One is the minimal-program complexity of the 
sequences and represents a quantitative information content, and the other 
is the degree of unsolvability of the underlying set and represents a qualitative 
information content. The major conclusion from this work is that with few 
exceptions these measures of information content are unrelated. Various trade- 
otis between these measures are also demonstrated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Every effectively computable function can be specified using a finite amount of 
information, namely, aprogram which computes it. Conversely, a function which 
is not computable cannot be specified by any finite amount of information. In 
assessing the information requirements of such non-computable functions two 
approaches can be identified. The first is to measure the information require- 
ments of the finite functions which are the finite initial segments of the given 
function, and then to use the asymptote of these values as the measure of the 
information requirements for the given function. The measure of the information 
requirements (or information content) of a finite function will be taken as the 
length of a shortest program which computes that finite function. This quanti- 
tative notion of information content is known as minimal-program complexity 
and was first developed by Kolmogorov (1965) and Chaitin (1966). 
The other approach is to measure the information content of such a non- 
computable function through its degree of unsolvability and/or the properties 
which it shares with computable functions. Such measures are clearly qualitative, 
and as we shall see, are nearly orthogonal to the quantitative measures. 
Both measures have associated hierarchies, and it is the goal of this paper to 
investigate the relationships between these hierarchies. The remainder of this 
section is devoted to developing the necessary notations and definitions. 
We will deal here only with 0-1 valued functions, i.e., characteristic functions 
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of sets, which are represented by infinite binary sequences. The characteristic 
sequence of the set A is denoted by X,~, and if x is a binary sequence then x ~z 
denotes its initial segment of length n. The length of a finite binary string w 
is denoted by I w 1, and the cardinality of a set A is denoted by [I A II. We assume 
that we have chosen an acceptable G6del numbering ~i of all computable 
functions, for which the S --  m - -  n function s satisfies 
(Vi)(3c)[l s(i,j)[ ~ Ij l q- c]. 
Let (b i be some computational complexity measure for ~i which satisfies qSi(n ) >/ 
max{n, q~i(n)}. We use f(n) <~ g(n) to denote the fact that there is a constant c
independent of n for which f(n) <~ g(n) 4- c. The uniform minimal-program 
complexity of x ~ (see Loveland (1969)) is defined by, 
K(xn; n) = min{I i i: (gm ~ n)[~i(m ) = x(m)]}, 
and the t-bounded minimal-program comp!exity of x ~ is defined by, 
Kt(x~; n) = min{I i [: (Vm ~< n)[$i(m) = x(m) and q~i(m) <~ t(n)}. 
We define the minimal-program complexity classes by 
co 
~[f ]  = {x: (Vn)[K(x~; n) < f(n)]}, 
co 
~Efl  t] = (x: (Vn)[K~(x% n) <~ f(n)]}, 
cgba[f] = U cg[f l  t], 
where 5~ is the class of all unbounded, non-decreasing total computable func- 
tions. The class eft[f] consists of all those sequences which have f as an upper- 
bound on the quantitative information content of all their finite initial segments. 
Likewise cg[f I t] consists of all those sequences which have an upperbound o f f  
when the resources available for computing their initial segments are bounded 
by t. In addition to these bounds on the lim sup (i.e., almost everywhere upper- 
bounds) we will find it useful to consider upperbounds on the lim inf as well (i.e., 
infinitely often upperbounds) and therefore define the complexity classes, 
N"Ef] = {x: (3n)[K(x~; n) <~ f(n)]}, 
co 
5f [ f [  t] = {x: (~n)[g~(xn; ) <~ f(n)]}, 
~ba[ f ]  = U o~[ f [  t], 
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If ~ is a class of functions, then by ~ we will understand the complexity class 
defined by, 
~ = U ~[f]" 
Similarly, the meaning of rffba, 3¢C~, and o~ ba is clear. The complexity classes 
defined above satisfy the following obvious relationships 
~bd[f] _C ~[ f ]  _C oT'[f] and ~ba[f] C ,yg'ba[f] C_ oT'[f]. 
By deg A we will denote the degree of unsolvability of the set A, and A' will 
denote the jump of the set A. The degree of the recursive sets is denoted by O 
and the degree of the Halting Problem H is denoted by O'. For any set A the 
complement ofthe set A will be denoted by ~.. If{a 1 , a 2 .... } denotes the members 
of the infinite set A in increasing order, then the principle function 7r A 
which enumerates the set A in increasing order is defined by, ~ra(n ) = a~. 
The ith recursively enumerable set W i is defined by Wi = dom6i = {n: 6i(n)$}. 
A set A is called retraceable if there exists a partial computable function ¢ 
such that ¢(~rA(1)) = ~rA(1 ) and ¢0rA(n)) = 7rA(n -- 1) for all n > 1. A set A 
is called dense if (Vf~ ~-cP)(V°~n)[f(n) < ~x(n)]. We use (', -) to denote an effective 
bijection between pairs of natural numbers and natural numbers. 
2. INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE INFORMATION HIERARCHIES 
Let o~eo n denote the class of all constant functions. The first obvious and 
well-known result regarding these notions of quantitative and qualitative 
information is given by 
bd 
THEOREM 1. deg A = O <=~ XA e (~con © XA ~ (~con • 
By results of Loveland (1969) this can be strengthened to 
THEOREM 2. deg A : O <:> XA ~ ~eon <=> XA ~ ~eonbd . 
One further common property of the hierarchies i that deg A = deg ~. and 
XA e cgba[f] <=~ XX e Cgba[f]. 
Beyond this, however, there does not appear to be any correlation between the 
minimal-program complexity of a function and its degree of unsolvability. 
Indeed, as we will see shortly there are sequences of arbitrarily high degree of 
unsolvability whose t-bounded minimal-program complexity grows at an arbi- 
trarily slow rate. We define the following complexity classes. 
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%ow = N *I f ] ,  
SeoL~ 
= N = N U c [fl t], 
C6~odw* = U n c~[flt], 
and in a similar fashion we define the classes ba ba °~flow, ~ low,  and 5Ulow.. The 
class C~xow. represents those sequences whose t-bounded minimal-program 
complexity for an a priori chosen t grows at an arbitrarily slow rate. Next, we 
define canonical representatives of the recursively enumerable degrees as follows: 
b,(n) = max{q~(m): m ~< n and ¢~(m)~), 
hi(n, s) = max{~i(m): m ~ n and q)i(m) ~ s), 
B~ = {bdn): n > 1}. 
It should be obvious that ~B~ = bi, and that bi(n, s) is a computable function. 
The following lemma summarizes the important properties of the set Bi used 
here (see Daley (1976)): 
I~EMMA 3. (a) degBi  = deg Wi.  
(b) f3 i is a recursively enumerable set. 
(c) (Vs >/bdn))[bi(n , s) = bdn)]. 
(d) Bi is retraceable. 
Let u be a universal program, i.e., ¢~((i, n)) = el(n), then clearly Bu is 
complete, i.e., deg B~ = O', and as shown in Daley (1976) we have 
bd LEMMA 4. A C B~ ~ XA ~ ~glow*. 
Using this we can show the diversity of the degrees of unsolvability for 
sequences which have extremely low minimal-program complexity. 
THEOREM 5. For every degree d >~ O" there exists a set A such that deg A = d 
bd and XA ~ Cglow,. 
Proof. Let D be any set of degree d where d >~ O'. Define the set A through 
its principle function as follows: 
~rA(n ) = b~(~rD(n)). 
Clearly, A C B~ so that by Lemma 4 above XA ~ c~lbodw* • Moreover, it is also dear 
that deg A ~ max{O', d} ~ d. Since B~ is retraceable and A is an infinite subset 
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of B~, we have deg B~ ~ deg A, i.e., b~ can be computed from XA. But then 
given XA and bu one can easily compute ~rD, so that deg D ~ deg A also, and 
degA ~- d. | 
We turn our attention ow to the recursively enumerable degrees. In Daley 
(1974) it is shown that the characteristic sequence of every dense recursively 
enumerable set belongs to c~oa w . Using the canonical representatives Bi we can 





I f  Wi is a dense recursively enumerable set, then 
bd ;~B~  C~low., and 
X w i ~ C~ ~oaw . 
(a) Suppose Wi is dense recursively enumerable, so that 
co 
(dfE £~)(Vn)[H{m ~< n: ¢i(m) ,~}H < f(n)]. 
Since @i >~ ¢i, we have 
(Vf~ ~)(Vn)[ll{bdm): m ~ n}l I < f(n)] (2.1) 
and therefore Bi is dense recursively enumerable. Moreover, X~i(m) can be 
computed for any m ~ n given the number of distinct values of the set 
{bi(k): k <~ n}, since by Lemma 3(e) if bi(k) ~ n then bi(k) = bi(k, n). From 
(2.1) above this number grows slower than every f6  ~o. Also it is clear from the 
definition of bi(k, n) that there is an a priori upperbound (O(n~)) on the time 
required to compute all the values bi(k, n). Therefore, XB~ ~ ~oaw. • | 
Martin (1966) has shown that the degrees of dense recursively enumerable 
sets are precisely the high degrees, i.e., the degrees d such that d' = O". There- 
fore we have 
THEOREM 7. For every recursively enumerable degree d such that d" = O" 
there exists a recursively enumerable set A such that deg A = d and XA ~ C~oaw* - 
While not all of the sets B~ can be dense recursively enumerable, they all do 
satisfy a slightly weaker property, namely, 
co 
(Vf~ ~,q~)(~n)Ef(n) < bi(n)]. 
Using this property in place of denseness in the proof of the above theorem we 
obtain 
THEOREM 8. For every recursively enumerable degree d there exists a recursively 
enumerable set A such that deg A ~ d and XA ~ ;/:~oaw* . 
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I f  we abandon the a priori time bounds on programs for the initial segments, 
then we can improve the above theorem somewhat. Define 
b+(n) = max{q~(m): i ~ b+(n --  I) and m ~ b+(n --  1) and ~bi(m)$}, 
B+ = {b+(n): n >~ 1}. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 9. (a) B+ is recursively enumerable. 
(b) (Vn >/i)[bi(n ) <~ b+(n)]. 
bd (c) xB+ ~ C~Jow.. 
Using this we then can show that 
LEMMA 10. (Vi)[xB ~ ~ C~low]. 
Pro@ Given n, let m be such that b+(m -- 1) ~ n <~ b+(m). The idea is to 
use b+(m), which by Lemma 9(e) can be succinctly specified, as an upperbound 
on the computation time of the programs used to calculate bi(k) for bi(k) <~ n. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3(c) if bdk ) <~ n, then b~(k) = bdk, b+(m)), and so by 
Lemma 9(c) XB~ ~ Cglow. | 
Thus, we obtain 
THEOREZVI 11. For every recursively enumerable degree d there exists a recur- 
sively enumerable set A such that deg A = d and XA ~ C~low • 
Thus we see that sets which are far removed from the recursive sets qualita- 
tively can be quite close quantitatively. We now turn our attention to sets which 
have high quantitative information content. We observe first that statements of 
the form x 6 cg[f] (or x q~ cgba[f]) entail that f  is a lower bound on the lim sup 
(i.e., an infinitely often lower bound) of the minimal-program complexity of x, 
and that x ¢ 5 f [ f ]  (or x ¢ ~Xd'ba[f]) entail that f  is a lower bound on the lim inf 
(i.e., an almost everywhere lower bound) of the minimal-program complexity 
of x. Define the sets of functions 
and 
~ in  = {f: f (n) = n), 
O~og = {f: f (n) = log S n}, 
~gh = {f: f e ~ and lim (n -- f(n)) = -koe}. 
n-coo 
The absolute maximal minimal-program complexity of sequences is expressed 
by the well-known result 
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THEOREM 12. (Vx)[xe~lin].bd 
From Barzdin 0958) we obtain 
THEOREM 13. For every recursively enumerable s t A, XA ~ rglog • 
THEOREM 14. There exists a recursively enumerable s t A such that XA ~ ~log- 
Further, from Daley (1974) we obtain 
THEOREM 15. For every function f ~ ~igh there exists a recursively enumerable 
set A such that XA (~ cgbO[f]. 
THEOREM 16. There exists a set A such that deg A ~ O' and XA ~ ~high "bd  
There are still some open questions concerning the sequences ofhigh minimal- 
program complexity and their degree of unsolvability. For example, must all 
recursively enumerable sets with such high minimal-program complexity be 
completed Also, do sequences with equal minimal-program complexity have 
equal degree of unsolvability? 
3. TRADE-OEFS BETWEEN THE HIERARCHIES 
Recently, Chaitin (1977) and Katseff and Sipser (1977) have studied the inter- 
action between these two notions of information content by investigating the 
minimal-program complexity of sequences relative to the Halting Problem H. 
For certain sequences (in particular the r cursively enumerable sequences and 
the A,-sequences--2~ (3 Ha-sequences in Kleene's arithmetical hierarchy) the 
use of this oracle can greatly reduce their information requirements. Moreover, 
it has been observed in Daley [1972] that in addition to this reduction in program 
size for A2-sequences a drastic reduction in the time of computation can be 
realized as well. Thus, it is possible to trade-off between qualitative information 
content on the one hand and either quantitative information content or computa- 
tion time on the other. By replacing ~ by ~9f  '~ (and 3C by J f~)  in the definition 
of complexity classes given in Section 1 we will designate the corresponding com- 
plexity classes with respect to programs which use the oracle H. By relativizing 
the proofs given in Section 1 of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain easily the 
following: 
THEOREM 17. deg A ~ O' ~:> XA ~ cg3~eon <~" XA ~ '~("-~aeon • 
Using the well-known fact that XA is a A2-sequence if and only if deg A ~ O r 
we obtain 
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THEOREM 18. x is a A2-sequenee ~ x ~ c~3¢'eo n . 
The trade-off between quantitative information content and qualitative 
information content is then expressed by the following result from Daley (1974): 
TItEOREM 19. There exists a A2-sequence x such that x 6 ~high- 
From Schnorr (1971) we have 
THEOREM 20. I f  X is a Church random sequence, then x ¢ (~ian . 
The trade-off between qualitative information content and computation time 
is then given by 
bd THEOREM 21. There exists a Church random sequence x such that x ~ (6'O~°eon. 
Proof. The sequence x which we consider is the sequence constructed by the 
LNfS algorithm (see Loveland (1966) for a complete description of the construc- 
tion). This sequence in addition to being Church random is also A 2 . We will 
concern ourselves here only with the size and computation time of programs with 
oracle H for computing the initial segments of x. By Theorem 18 we have 
x ~ c~Jfeo n . Thus, it suffices to show that the time required to compute x(n) can 
be effectively bounded as a function of n. According to the LMS algorithm x(n) 
is directly determined from the values $i(x n-x) for i ~< n. I f  $i(Xn-1)~ or if 
$i(x ~-1) > 1, then the wJue of ~i(x ~-1) is of no concern and may be taken to 
be 0. We then convert he pivotal question "$,(x n-l) = 1 ?" which conceivably 
could require a lot of time to answer by conventional means, into a question for 
the oracle H which costs only one unit of computation resource. This is done by 
constructing a total computable function a such that $~(,~d)(k),~<=>$1(j)= k. 
Thus all the values required to compute x(n) can be determined from the n 
oracle questions "does ~o(i . . . .  1)(1) halt?" for each i ~< n. | 
Finally, we consider an alternative notion of qualitative information content, 
one which is derived by considering certain recursion theoretic properties of 
sets. Comparing Lemma 6(b) with Theorem 22 below we see, for instance, that 
the property of recursive enumerability can enable drastic decreases in the 
information requirements for a sequence. 
THEOREM 22. There exists a dense set A such that XA ~ (O°log • 
Proof. It is known (see Daley (1976)) that there exist dense sets A such that 
~o 
(vf~ ~e)(vn)[~x(n) > f (~(~-  1))]. (3.1) 
Given such a set A we will construct a set B by rearranging certain members of 
A in such a way that 
(Vn)[~-g(3n) = rrx(3n ) and ~-h(3n ~- 2) > 7r~(3n + 1) >~ ~x(3n + 2)], (3.2) 
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and for sufficiently large n, 
K(x~X(3~);~rx(3n)) > log2~ri(3n). (3.3) 
From (3.2) and the density of A we easily see that B is dense. To see that B can 
be constructed so that (3.3) is satisfied let m = 7r/,(3n) and suppose that B has 
already been defined for all integers ~<~rx(3n -- 3). First we put into B all 
integers in the interval (~rx(3n -- 3), %~(3n -- 1)). Next, we observe that there 
are at least (m - -  rrx(3n - -  1)) ~ supersets of the thus far constructed B which 
contain all but exactly two of the integers from the interval [~rx(3n - -  1), m). 
Then,  we observe that there are at most 21°g~ m+l < m @ 1 programs of size 
log2m. F rom (3.1) we see that for sufficiently large n we have 7rx(3n - -  1) % 
log2m , so that for sufficiently large n we have m @ 1 < (m - -  7r~,(3n - -  1)) ~. 
Therefore, for sufficiently large n we can extend B from ~rx(3n - -  3) to 7r/,(3n) in 
such a way that (3.2) and (3.3) hold. | 
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